FY 2016 Recommended Budget
Budget Question
Board Question #: 25
BUDGET QUESTIONS:
Provide the draft MOU and process documents previously submitted by the CBRC concerning
review of potential consolidation of certain functions with the Schools. Provide the School
Board’s response that was sent after they reviewed these documents some time ago.
RESPONSE:
The attached MOU was created in June 2013 and subsequently updated in June 2014 and
resubmitted. The attached CBRC analysis process was created at the behest of the Joint
Meeting of the Schools in September 2014 and sent out in October 2014. It appears that Mr.
King, on his own initiative, sent the draft MOU to the Schools. The draft CBRC analysis/process
was sent to the County Administrator.
The CBRC read the School's response (attached) at a CBRC meeting. The consensus of the CBRC
was this was not a response but only a challenge to the qualifications, mission, and even
existence of the committee. In the CBRC’s opinion, the School’s response served no purpose in
furthering an agreement between the County and the Schools on CBRC actions. Therefore, it is
the CBRC’s opinion that the work required to reach an agreement still remains in the hands of
the Board of Supervisors who selected us.

Spotsylvania County
Spotsylvania Public Schools Division
Memorandum of Understanding
For Review of Common Services.

CBRC will undertake to review services performed at both County and Schools
• One Service (e.g. Legal) will be completed before the next is
decided
CBRC will obtain information from each organizational unit as to
• What is being done
• Staffing
• Cost
Based on information developed, CBRC will make a written synopsis of findings,
and prepare recommendations for future review by each organizational unit
Such report may recommend no changes
Alternatively, CBRC will outline possible consolidation and potential savings
Written report will be sent to:
•
•
•
•

School Superintendent
School Board Members
County Administrator
Board of Supervisors

CBRC will not be involved in any potential implementation; responsibility is only
to evaluate that there are potential savings for taxpayers.
Responsibility of organizational unit:
June 2013
Revised June 2014

• Review of CBRC Recommendation
• Joint County/Schools Decision to
o Proceed
o Do Nothing
If decision is made to proceed with consolidation, appropriate resources
(Consultants) to accomplish the merger may be required

June 2013
Revised June 2014

CBRC Analysis Process
Mission: The CBRC is an independent committee of citizens from the Spotsylvania districts. Our purpose
is to review budget and functional areas and recommend potential improvements and/or savings to the
Board of Supervisors (BoS).
Functional Review Mission: Specifically, the Board of Supervisors may request the CBRC to review
specific functional areas for improved performance, budget savings and/or consolidation. In addition,
CBRC may be tasked to perform a detailed analysis of County activities, as directed by the BoS.
Identify area for review: Typically, we meet monthly and upon reaching consensus of a topic, based on
guidance from the BoS, we determine function areas to review including potential consolidation
between County Administration and School system functions. At this point, we establish general
objectives for the review.
Information collection
The analysis/review of a specific function begins with requests for:
•
•
•
•
•

points of contact
functional briefings
detailed budget information
detailed budget execution information
procedural documentation of current functions

Review/analyze collected information
•
•
•
•

Review approved budget information and existing procedures
The action of this step is to analyze this material and any other information obtained from the
points of contact or during the briefings
Develop a (1) understanding of current operations, (2) identify overlapping functions/processes,
(3) identify potential improvements
Identify areas for clarification

Conduct interviews (may or may not be necessary)
•

Request interviews with knowledgeable staff to ask more specific questions as a follow on
analysis to make sure we understand what was provided

Develop Recommendations

September 2014

•

Develop final assessment of potential improvements, changes and consolidation including high
level estimate of implementation impacts and prepare presentation to the Board of Supervisors
The CBRC only has the capacity to address the “analysis for potential” first step

Initiate Further Evaluation
•
•

•

•
•

If recommended changes are initially approved, further analysis and implementation planning
would be required
If recommendation is to further evaluate consolidation, it would be necessary to develop a
detailed implementation plan in order to better evaluate/provide more complete information in
support of a final decision
If recommended consolidation is approved, a joint working committee composed of Board of
Supervisors, County Administration, School Board and School Administration representatives
could be created to oversee the development of a detailed implementation plan
The detailed implantation plan would address policy changes, procedural changes, timelines,
staffing impact and cost
A contractor could be employed to reduce workload impact on staff and provide a neutral point
of view

Present Plan
•
•
•

These components of the detailed plan would be presented to the School Board and the Board
of Supervisors for discussion, additional guidance and questions
Based on the results of that initial presentation, the detailed plan would be finalized
The final plan would be presented to the Board of Supervisors for a Go/No Go decision

September 2014

